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Patmt_AgpectB  of the Pharmaceutical  Industry 

Preface 

Operative technology reared  for the development of tne pharmaceutical 

industry can   be classified   i„   two broad  category.        ft may  be  of  the diffused 

type,   that   is,   relating  to   the  stock   of knowledge  that  ha,  become  public  property 

and   1S  therefore   freely  obtainable   through  book,  and   technical   pubi ir.-t!-,1Bf 

inquines   from national   ana   international   ,olir-^,   plant.   vis.tc,   etc.        The' 

second   ,-ate^ory  of  a mor«   "secret"  nature,   covered   „r not   by   .ndur.tria.   property 

rights,    l8  mostly   in   the   hands   of   firm.,    instates,   or government   „roncen. 

Por   the   purpose  of   thi"   nanor  we   •„• • > '   eY.m,„_   -• ..    , 1    '    '   ^e   "'••   '^.unitifc  some  aspects   of   the  usefulness 

of patents   for  the development   ,->f  the  pharmaceutical   mJustry  sector.        !'he 

monopoly  nature   of   than  economic   institution   ,r  .on-all,   recognized   both   in   the 

literature  of  patent,  and   in   that   of  general   economic:-..       <>n   the   other hand,   ,t   ,-, 

al.o  claimed   that   patent   law,   Simulate   mdustr.al   development   and   are  conducive 

to a dynamic   pattern   in   industry. 

because   of   the   lack   of   importance  and   for practical   convenience,   analoga» 

economic   institutions of  lesser  legal   and economic  scope and  durât,on  are 

excluded   from   thin   discusión   paper.        Alno  we do not   consider  certificate;;   of 

authorship  or  voucher*  of   invention,   which   involve   the  acqu , s, t, or,   by   the 

Government   of  ownership  of   the   invention   and   the  payment   „y   the  Government   to 

the   inventor  01   a  reward dependent   on   the scope and   unportance  of   the   invention; 

this   system  coexists   in  nome cases  with   the national   patent   system  a,.d  has not   ? 

replaced  it. 
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In the introductory section we illustrate in very broad lines what patent 

By,: ems exist an practice and emphasize the operativeness of such système. 

The second section discuer.es the economic role of patent* in the pharmaceutical 

field with particular reference to the developing countries.   The third section 

review* briefly licensing action« and underline-,, the need of unpatented 

technology for the developing countries. 

Patent systems as part  f the economic in, t i tations of a country 

1.   The development (,f ^ndustrv in the Ruropean nations during the nineteenth 

and twentieth rentur.es testifies to the fact that the protection offered by 

patents can be a powerful stimulus to technical process and economic development. 

•?.       However, the protection of industrial property in the pharmaceutical fieM 

has often given rise to controversy.   We will not enter into these disputes 

which usually take on a political character, hut will endeavour to throw light 

on the role of patents in r.eienti fie and economic progress with the help of an 

empirical approach. 

Ì.   :„nrfi the statutory description of patentable sub.-et matter ,s necessarily 

general in nature, the extent to which the inventan claimed in a patent 

application must possess novelty, util.ty and'or invent ,veness, i.e., the degree 

to which it must repre.-mt, on improvement over the prior technology, depends in 

practice on the wa • m which the requirements set forth in the patent law are 

interpreted and applied by the patent office and by the national courts. 

4.   An examination of the reg-.tors m five countries which are major producers 

of pharmaceutical products - the Federal Republic of r;firman.y, the United States, 

France, the Mr-ted Kingdom and llwi t/.erl ;uid - and in Italy seems to bring out 

the direct and positive correlation existing between the pite.ut system adopted and 

the rate of introduction of new pharmaceutical »roducts.   Although it is 

dangerous to assess the contribution of a country to medicine on the basis of the 

number o\'  basic pharmarputical nronucts introduced, since not all have the same 

therapeutic va!-e, the bare figures wii 1 give us some indication of the level of 

development of each country.   l'hère ire varying degrees of patent system 

incentives and compulsions in these various countries. 
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5.      Under Urut-d States  law,  pharmaceutical  patents  can be  issued both   for 

new productn  and  for new procedes.       Patents   relating to processes,  however, 

constitute a much weaker   form of  protection  and pia    a lens   important  role   in 

the pharmaceutical   mduntry   than   pato-ts   relating  t>  producir,.        Sinne  the 

patent   itself   provide»»  a   full   description  of   the  pr )f;Rii5  concerned,   it   ,a 

generally   i'airl.y  easy   for  a  rival   company   to  modify    the  procer,   somewhat   -   thus 

evading   the   patent   covering   it  -   and   to   embark   „,,   the  production   of  the   type 

of product   m  quorum  without   , .r.kinr   legal   ;i-t,ori.        ^rod^t   patents,   on   the 

other  hand,    ,.ro a   relatively  ef'tVl.vn  mean,   of  pro tor. Hon   agamc.t   competing 

producers.        When   a   oaten!   ,s   issued   to  a company,   no   rival    fmn   can  sell   an 

identical   product  without   fear  of   being  sued.        ?h i s  r,vw;   pro.) „-(a:  benefiting 

from   thin   form  of  protection  a secure   safeguard  against   the  competition   of 

product-   derived   from   the   samo  chemical   entity.       Competitive   recoarch   into new 

product!    is   also encouraged   in   the  United ¡3tat,«-,   by   the absence   of any   legni 

provision  on  eompuh.ory   licensing. 

6.       In   the United  Kingdom,   Franco,   the  Federal   Republic  of '¡ormany and 

Switzerland,   patent   protection  of  pharmaceutical   producir,   ir,   1er,»  complete  than 

in   the  "niton   .¡taten,   tor  various   reasons.        In   the   United   Kingdom,   patent 

protection   in   available   for  pharmaceutical   productn   only.      In   the   Federal   Republic 

of German;/,   Switzerland,   France  before   l'»''\   and   the  United   Kingdom  before   1940, 

only  particular  processes   were  protected.       Italy,   on   the  other  hand,   has-,   no  patent 

protection,   either   for products  or  for manufacturing processes.        AN   these 

countries  are  highly   industrialized,   have encouraged   the development of 

education  and   the establishment   of new and  increasingly advanced   schools   and 

laboratories,   have a  record  of  technical   achievement   in science generally  and 

in the   field  of chemical   technology,   and have  a potential   for pharmaceutical 

discoveries  comparable  to   that  of  the  United States.       A comparison of the 

achievements  of each country in the pharmaceutical  sphere Riven us  the following 

picture: 
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!'hore   iuta  :-h'"»•;  a nor i11 ve correlation  between   the decree  of protection  of 

inventor;-'   ":/'htr   ar.d   the   rate  oí"   introduction   of   -ow nharmaoeut icalr,   to  the 

market. '"'-ever,   apart    from   t.ne  d 1 rp--* ri I./   oí""   the   nronormo   inr,t, 1 tut 1 ^r   observed 

there  eyvt   rían"  other n 1 fferen'-ei-   ÌPti">"n   the  ron'rior   compared.        u'everthel enr, 

the  conflación   rcwr-   aurtified   *h-'   ua'cnt   r-fdr.t"   are  an   important   factor   in 

.^ivinr  rire   to  comme re <ai 1 /at 1 on   of Me-.;  oharmac.eut ioal   producta. 

Q ; 1    ...    in fortunate! 7   ! mrrr r ; :d e   to   rhow  v:hat   would   have  hapnnned   if  a 

hí,rn   ¡v.   í'-í'ro'O" of  "H ' »n !   protection î    ->VO'.T>      •", Î 

iv-'-t, 1» 11 i on   »v,r   a   '<'->nr   ••rne   and 

ir,   porr it! I e   fhat   the."   aro   indeed   ri/»ht, 

ri i f forer *   na* ont   r"rt.en  v"   i   heer   -i-i^-fed.— 

ha'^e  ' r>on   -roa1 a irr m,"  "'^r   faith   ir   t.1, ir   ' 

entertain  nr   doubtr   on   the  rur.'oot.— 

v..*   n.n,r rn„.,ir»jr.•   -1-r.o   hT.ed   roi'''1"   on   faith   and   not   on   irref'ataoie  material 

ewience.        Ar   ^r,.--•,•]••   the   uref iincrr   of  naton'r   f o   de./ol o-n','•  ooantner,   the 

•""¡erti on   f"cnmer   oi-oy-   no re    io! a table. 

I -on   •'•'• ; o   • •. i'-tin/T of drufn-  according  to  place  of  discover."   in DruK 
Tri d i, r t r.y  An 11 t r et   Art,   ':eann/'r   Vefore   the   Ant 1 tract    .uhoommi t t ee  of   the Committee 
or;   the   •' i.ÍH'nir",   "•<?   r-e   of     cproren 1 a t 1 ver.,     '   th  uonrror:,     'ruf   llornon   on  il.R.   6P/1S, 
May   1',    P,     '•   and    Y ,    ',''?•   ,   'Jar h '.n-t.on,    i"     ,   pp.      "<'-•'''. 

One  meanr   of  o; ramine   tf1    rata   whi^h   we   ìaoi-   v." 'i I d   he   to   abandon   the  patent 
TTyrtom   in   the   "'nit^c   I'.titnn   '"or   twenty   rear'-   api   to  compare   the   rate   of   invention 
and   industrial   pro/rer.r   wit"   'he   previ our   * ven'y  vearr.        Yhat   type   or*  eyoeriment 
would   be  extremely  corti;/,     ri   view  of   trie  offerta   it   would  have   on   the  .'-enera] 

well-beine.  of   the  nation. 

V'      The   International   "mon   for   th.e  "roteotmn of   Industrial  Property,   whoce 
charter,   'ho  Parir Convention,   in  aimed  at  enrarin^ a minimum of protection   in 
all   otater,   belonpinp  to   the "!mon,   had   reventy-neven  member Stateri   ir-   l{)(>'' 
(several   other countries  were expected   to  join   in   the near  future 
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9. It  munt  be bone  in mind that  the patent   system takes  concrete  form   m a 

number of legal  provisions  concernine patentability,   the consideration  of patent 

applications,   the duration   of protection,   procedural  question:;,   + bo rip-hts of 

inventora,   etc.,   any   of which may  contain negativo elemento.       Hnnce  the 

efficiency or   inefficiency  of a ^iven   law on   patents  dependo  partly  on   the 

application  of  the  various  provisions  appearing   m   lof-al   toxin.       To  the  extent   that 

the  nnpropnate   patent   office,   office  „f   mdsntnal   property   or ministry   of a 

developing country  <>oes  not   unnerve,   or   ,s  not  ade., , ito! y   equipped,   to   review 

and   examine  paten»   application   to  determine  novelty,   utility,   inventiveness 

and   priority   of   invention,    the   ritfitr.   of   inventor!;  and   busi-ossmon   in   'hat 

"Oiintry  ar-   -ondernd   uncertain.        :;ueh   a   fram-work   tonds  naturally   to be 

unsuitable   for  economic  growth.        Also,   the courts  of   that   country   i-u 1 1   carry 

increased   ronrons i l.j ! i tie-   and  burdens  with  -espeot   to   the  making  of such 

determinates.       o,.,.n   tho   „remise   u,..a   patent   protection   is  useful   to   the 

promotion  of   technological   development,   uncertainty  as   to   the  protection   afforded  by 

points  nay  be   a  relevant   tao'or   to   be  considered   in   connexion  with  national   efforts 

to   r.t imitiate   the  development   and   exploitation   of pharmaceutical   technology.        It   is 

none   the   less   oc-tatr,   M  it   the  stinsi at in;' effect  of  competition   and   the   intro- 

duction   of new  pharmaceutical   products   aro  by  no moans   automatic.        '"bore   are 

powerful   force-,   which   load   some  enterprises  or  countries  not   to rock   progress, 

ffiven   the  hi^h   cost   of  competitive  efforts   to   innovate  and   launch   new  products, 

the   risk-   involved   or  simply   the   order  of  priorities   in   national   development. 

10. It   is  howeve-   dear  that   even   with   a  patent   statute   ir   general   a much  smaller 

number of patent  applications  are   filed,   and  patents   issued,   in developing than 

in   develooed   countries.        By  way   of   illustration,   for   the  year   ['MA,   Morocco 

reported   37''  patent   applications   and   \<)<>   issued   patents;     Ceylon,    W)  patent 

applications   and   <)r>   issued   patents,.        In  addition   in   the  ease  of developing 

cour,tri en,  generally  upwards  of f<o  per cent  of   the patents   applied   for and   issued 

are   in  the name  of foreign  nationals.       On  the   other hand,   the United Kingdom 

reported  46,529 patent  applications  and   ?R,R fl   issued   patents;    Canada,   ?A,y',H) 

patent  applications  and  Pl/iftP,  issued patents,   and The "¡etherlands,   [),/\6\   patent 

applications and   3,557   issued  patents.        The  reasons  whv  so   few patents  are 

applied   for and   issued   in developing countries   are  the   lack   of  inventive  or entre- 

preneurial activity  on  the  part  of  the nationals and   residents of  the developing 
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country;     the unimportance  of the country an  a  market   for the patented product; 

other economic and   legal   factors  militating against   the establishment within 

Hie  country   of any   enterprise  producing  or nel ling  the  patented   product   or 

utilising   'ho  patented method;-,   and  processe;-;      the  absence   or   inadequacy   of the 

le^al.   protection   which  patent:-   afford;-,   inventors  and   inventory;     and   the 

relative!;/  greater   ramificane-   of unpatented,   an  contrasted  with   patented, 

techno 1ogy. 

Jl-      li m',í:t   :üro  bo mentioned   that  while patent  cyst ems generally  allow  for the 

patenting of  products  and  pronome:.,   specified  categories of producto and 

:";,ne;i"''   nrn '10t   eligible   for patenting.       Thus,   in   a   large number  of countries, 

pharmaceutical   or  medicinal   products  are  not   capable   of being patented. in 

other  oountnes,   the  excluni on   from patenting  ortende,   to chemical   product;;   in 

general   and   alno  surgical   and  curative  device;-. The   ban i n   for  such  practice 

in   that   the   patentee,   by  virtue   of hin   patent,   will   be  able   to  exact   unreasonably 

high   price-,   and  will   not   furnish   the public  with  adequate  nuPPl,en   of such   products 

and  devices,   and   that  the   mnuance  of a  patent   m   therefore detrimental   to  the 

pubi io   in tere"t. 

'Hie  role  of  patents    m   the   pharm/weut i,:.a 1    fie 1,Ì 

1?.      Tt  would  seem   from ah—,   that   Crees  o!'   -nertia make     themselves  felt 

particular!/   ,a  ro-.n,,.,,.-.-  -,i,.,o   r,,,-,|;.  ,,.,T1   imit.atenew products without  restriction. 

If a new pharm...-:, ^-.,1   Pr,!,,!   ,,r a  ;„.K manufacturing procenn can   be copied 

rnp.dlv   by  eompot.tonr.  and      f o-o.iuCvo  capar, tier,  are not   restricted  by  any 

monopolists   l.mtanns  -   '-at   :s   to ,n.v,    ,,'  a   situation  of  absolute   free 

competition   exists   -   u,o  pr,r-P  nf   the  product  manufactured  on   the   basis  of  the 

new   techmcal   knowing  c, ! 1   soon   r;lli   on   the  market   to   the   level   of  production 

costs.        '«ho   cos--   of  rear,».   arsi   devolonment   of the   product   are   -mder  :mrh 

conditions  no   ln„P«r  covered,   .„,   the   .batons  do  not  have   to  ,,,,„  these  extra 

canses;     as   to   the   orig.r.a-   prod-^r  who  ha»   had   to   bear   these  c0sts;    they  do 

not  appear  in  his  naiyu .1   ens.ts.       „0,.(>.)rr,.   .,rii,  ,,       , 
ea.a.rrh   uid   development   expenses   incurr 

basieally  once   nnW;      Mio-   l'onm-,^ '   Mv-vt   .,„„• ,      . ,, 
" •'        • •     ÌX   '*   (0;;,-:-  -ini)   will   genera!];/  not   rise  an 

production   output   increases.        ' 'h-, 10,.(M.  ,.,.,.,  i..,„.    .   „„    ., ,       .' 
•     eat   ,n.i.   ,,-/,•  been   the cost   of   the development 

of   new  knowledge,    its   ->-.n 1 w •. i , n».   nr   ,t,i,.,.,i,        i 
' ' '    " or   '•' i ' 1 i'.'U.l on   bv    'mítatnr*-   r-,»^+~ i       ii i» i i-i i. or ;,   costs   "¡rtua'ly 

n0th,nr-       '^'^    *r   Í,M'  ,,r:"^  "''   Ui(>  P-'armac-eut.,,!   produrr   manufaotured   on'the 
basis   el-   the   new   :-.„:,,    i,   rniiu,R!,   to   lhp   ,„„,_.,   nf   nrni|,irtion   ^ 

j 
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coste  as a result  of  imitation  wl   free competition,   the  expends  of  research 

and  development   in  relation to   indentions  or  improvement?   in knowledre about 

manufacturing techniques,  cannot  be covered.       New developed  technology  and 

know-how have   indisputable economic  value  since  the;/ contribute  to   increasing 

the  social   product.        Hut   where   there   in  no   limit   on   their   free une   by 

competitors,   the-  quickly   lone  attractiveness   to   the private  business   entornnse. 

Thus  v.-hen   it    is   posible   for  rival   naniifart'irors   to appropriate  successful   new 

producto,   an   in   the   cas«   in   Italy  and  mar,"   developing countries,   few  enterprises 

are willing to  undertake   the   investment   in   research and  development  necessary   for 

the   introduction  of   improvements  and Vr new  products. 

13.      It  must  not  be   forgotten   that,    m  creator  a   now product,   an   enterprise  must 

not   only pay   the  costs   of  research   but,  also   the  substantial   cost   of  perfecting 

the  product.        In  many  coses,,   the  costs   of  development   are much  greater  than   the 

proper  research  costs, oven   if  the   research   work   done  was  uuito  sufficient   to 

justify  a patent   application,        Consequently,   patent   protection   is   necessary  not 

only  to  onooiirafre   inventive  activity   but   alsc,   and   perhaps   even  more,   to  encourage 

the  pharmaceutical    ird-stry   to   invest   in   innovations.        A   stud?   of   trends   in   this 

industry  shows   that   the   influence   of  natent   protection   also   appears   i \   t>e  wa- 

investment-   are  allocated.       As   a   result   ,,;•   tv,0   protection  of   industrial   nronert.y, 

investments   in   production   r'n.,i   ani   '^a.p'ient.   brm,"  better   returns,   patented 

inventions   are   -'co^rded   their   ful!   value  ,-intl   their  utilization   :s   sheltered   from 

the direct   impact  of coment i ^ i rin. 

\A.     '-'ntent   nrcMeiion   is,   aimed   a:,   combatting  economic   inerti!. !t   plays   a 

major part   -n   f'onr   d intingi irhahl e   function •;      the   stimulation  and   rewardinr of 

indention   -TI   i'-   utilization,   the  selection   of   inventions   f<^r  ••dont ion   arai   fer 

receipt   of  reward-,    the  determination   of  the   amount   and   character  of   reward-,   to 

individua!    inventors   and   to   industrial   developers,   and   the  ultimate  general 

diffusion   of  the  rosaltinp;  benefits..       Needless   to  say,    this   final    function   is 

crucial    '"or   the  prepress   of  industrialization   in   developing countries.       To   the 

company  more   than   usuali      successful   m  creatili,-  and  marketing a  unique  and   navel 

pharmaceutical   product   it  offers,   conditioned  on   the  fulfilment  of   the   four 

functions   jiait  mentioned,   the  possibility   of  recovering   its  costs,   to  an   unusually 

larpe extent,   without  suffering   losses at   the hands  of   imitators.       Patents 

fortify  a business   firm's  profit   incentive.       With   this   orosnect,   the  creative 

organization's   investment   in product  and clinical   research,   development  and 
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marketing activity behind  tho   introduction of each  new product can be  justified 

economically.       ,;,ho poos: hi 1 i t in:'   al'  ro-overinp- these   inventments,  however, 

muri   be  substantial   enough   t.o  counterbalance  the  ever-present risk  of  failure. 

our m ess   .?e 1 f- interest   is   i   force  which   effectively  combats  normal  bucino:;? 

inert i a. 

io.     Patentr   force conpoti torn   to (levelen  their  own   improvement;':  of patented 

product;-  an d   place them on  the   riorkot,   or else  suffer  the  losses  involved   in 

the market  shift  whicli vailo   moult   from un y   other  policy.      -:'hc narrownec.s   of 

the   r.cooe  of   the   pharmaceutical   patent;  w.i 1 d  pive   otherwise  rival   fi nun   a   chance  to 

develo;'   >nd   market   their  own   improvement;,  without   boirf;  sued   for 'vitont   infringe- 

ment .i-,.        'I'lru?,   defending  the  commercial   intere,-tr   •-. f   the   inventor may   prove   to 

be   advantageous   to   the  praecox   ut'   invention   itself.        In  nnny eountries   descriptions 

of pitoni"  ar»  -ublirhed  very  widely;     thin  enable:-   research worker:-   and   inventors 

to keep   ibreast   of  technological   progress and constantly given  them new subjects 

l'or  study. 

lb.     'Hiere   ir. no doubt thot   rival   1 abora levier, would   be able to  uncover manu- 

facturing Decrete  as soon  as   the new preparati one,  appear on the market   or  soon  after 

the   first  utilisation  of the new processes.    However   there exists  often  a   lor.y 

intorvol   ootweon   the  issue  of  a  patent   or  the  submission   oí'  the  application   '*nd   the 

initial   uno   of   the   invention.        Tlvnks   to  patento   the  new  techno]oyira 1   knowledge 

ir.   available   well   before  clinical   expérimentation   with   the  product   beline.        ouch 

prior  disclosure   m  net,   of   immediate  profit   to  anyone  under the  circunr.tanrcs   of 

industrial   protection,   but   it   al lowo   competitori?   to   look   for suhsti tute   products 

and   processes   and   thur   to  evade   the   patent. 

1,'.      It   should   be  considered   by   the  way  thnt,   ¡"or  each  patentable new discovers 

that   io  marketed,   there  ore  product:;   which  have  beep   developer!  and   will   never  be 

marketed.        In   the   induct ry  ar-   a   whole,   it   is  estimated   that   only  one   out   of   ten 

patente  coverò  a marketed  product,   and were  it not   for  the nine  other patents   the 

new knowledge   they  represent  cou'd  be kept completely  secret   if desired.        but   it 

in   just   this,   information  that   often  provides  the basin  on which another company 
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builds  to malee a really important   invention of ita own.       Tn  thin way patents 

can  stimulate and promote research among independent groups.i7 

]°.     Patents   inevitably have an   influence  on  the commercial   career „f specialis 

product*.       ActuaMy,   an   innovation   that  has  proved  He  vaino  will   normally t:iVR 

rice   to M.ir   ircit.-t i ore.   or  substitute  devices,   and  W111   have   to meet   their 

competition,   -/on   if   it   is   protected  a^nnst   literal   infr moment,.        Pharmaceutical 

prod-ct  variations  0rt«r.   evolve  combinations  with other dn.R,   an«i   research  and 

development   -nderta',en   ,n   the   indur.tr/  can   be  considered   to  a   ]arr,   extent,   an   the 

cost   of  teemed   nrodnct.   di "feront int ion.       '"hue,   the   nat.onts   ordinali;,  rented 

may   be   su-ceuV,   r„r   an    lrvi0flP1te    leryth   of   time   by   a   juduMously   : -elated   yenes 

.r  r-PV      o"   —rnve-nerl.        "ith   the   raysayo   of   time,   new  pn.^.H,   may   be 

develoned  and  may   to  a   lar-  patent   supplant   the  orifd„,l   dru-,   but   spechi   fame 

of  tHo orignal   product  remain  often   on   the market  ..,„,]  continue   to  bn  ur,0¡i   , opf, 

".fter   the   jnitnl   form   in  which   t>0   nrodyot  war   presented   has   wollnirh  disappeared, 

-he   fl.-.od   of  such,   product   chanco   and   differentiations   ,y   y.rM"  due   to  attempts 

to  attain   economic   objectives    ,-}.   .-,-   prn-iur m,-  'Inp   for  cale   -t   price::  oa,,aalent 

to  or   louer  than   those  n-  s.imHr   rm-i^t:-.   sold   by  rival    firms,   vh > i e   it,   the  same 

time  avoiding any   reduction   m   ";i,   nrico   nf nyir.Uni, specialities        The  recuit 

in   that,   even   ,f  these  ,^n,,h!o  no, dru^s   are   in   "act.   only   "not en: 1 ar man i pu lat ions' 

of  old   products,   now  cold   at   a. cheaper  nr.ee  • nder  a  new   trade-mark,   their  prices 

are   actually  mare   flexible   than   renerà 1 1- tho'y'" t . 

| 1/       "1hp  <lb'^,on   'hat   i»    r:   only   »H:;n   i. echnol nr i oc 1   advances   which  could  not 
* in  any   evert   regain   comet   that   ar«   the   subject   of patent   anpl,catione   is quite 
I V'^ld-1     Wlth0"+-  Tètent   ureteritis-,   howevor,   the   r0re--rch  worker's  efforts  would 
S otten   lore  come  of   their   lntere.ct   owir^  to   the   obliati on   of  secrecy I'e  would 
ì become   increasingly   isolated   f'rom   oth.e-   rosear^   vorkors   as   a   result'of  benir 
I unable   to  publish  or discuss  most   of  hin   work.        [n addition,    the absence  „r' 

industrial   protection  would   increase   the  nacer-   of  du-1 in t ion   of  research >ro iec 

The abolition   of patents,  would   thus,  considerably  a'ter-  the  climate  of 
scientific  recearch   in  indurtry.       '''here would  be an  atmnsnherp  of recree .and 
ivspicion,   the   industria!   world   would  be   full   oV  spies   and   the   true   scentist  „on id 
hesitate   tn  ro   into   industry,   where   he  WOjld  not  be able   to  sneak   Vov^\y o-   -hat  he 
knew nor utilize  the knowledge he  ,vn^ml.       !>is  research  nro,.ec.ts  w-u'ld   thus' 
tend  to remain  within  a narro-,;  framework  and become much   lece   appeal mr.       The 
emphasis  would he placer)  even  more  on  chort-term  projects,   lcc^-term  research not 
beine sufficiently attractive  from  an  economic  point'of view,   for small  a.nd medium- 
sized   firms,   m a highly competitive climate. 
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in.     M, nevertbelenr!  remains an  indisputable  fact  that the  interest which 

manufacturers  have   in   offset i ve patent   protection   chows   itself  in  the price 

structure  of  the nharmacout i-nl  market,       '"hankc   to   the  tempomr." monopoly 

ni t Kit-ton   ir.ri"0()   from natonts,   t.rado-markn,   trade  name",  and good-will,   the 

-mnnfaotarer   ir,   m  n  pori*, i on  to er eroine  a  certain  amount  of control   on  the 

prirc  of pharmaceutical   prepari 11 one,  and  to  sell   certain  dni^n  at market  pricen 

consideravi;/  higher   than   production   costs,        '¡"he  manufacturer  obtains,   thus  an 

ìmuortant  source  of  income which  enab!er, him  to continue  with his,   research and 

development   vor>,   as  vel '   an   to make  TOC!   losses   suffered   on dru^s   for which  there 

ir  only  a   limited demand.        Tf  invention:-  '.--ere not   patentable,   would competition 

oe  ine reared'.        It   in  .an  interesting subject   for  speculation        Tn   fact   it  ID   far 

rron rieir th;i,   »he  abolishing of patente,  would   increase  effective competition. 

PO.     nie conci derations  set   out   al we   regard inp:  the  need   for   industrial   property 

rights  are especially  relevant  to  the small   concern   an<t  newcomers,   to  the 

pharmaceutical  brano^,   and  particularly   therefore   to countries  ••••hieb are   in  the 

process   of   industrialisation,   even   if   the   latter   o'Hen   enjoy   facilities,   ror 

introd-icinf?  themselves   to  the market  which   deperiti   to a   lar^e extent   on   the  type 

of technological   process concerned   and   the  category  oí' phamaceutical   producto 

manufne'ired.       ,nhis   is  -o-patibie  with   the  principle,   impli-it   in most   existing 

ant i-nonopoly   lof slat ion,   that   the   remedy   for   trie  monopoli  power  of   larre 

concerns,  over  a r;iven market   is  to center a similar decree of monopoly   power 

on small   firms,   r.nd   the recent  practice  of certain  developing    oun*nes   *o award 

paten's  on  the  basir;  of priority  of application   rather  than  priority of   invention - 

taking due care  to ruaferuard   the  rights,  of  prior  users. 

?\.    r;,he  lar^e  concerns producing pharmaceu t ìeal   products   already  operating  in   the 

drug markets  have   the advantage of having an  established  position,   existing 

r 

1 •'       In many    levelopmf* countries,   the statute  requires  patents   to be   issued  to 
The  first   applicant   therefore.       in   the   industrial   countries, and  certain  developing 
countries,   the   rep, ¡ rement   is   t.o   is.s.ue   the   patent   to  the   inventor -   the   originator 
of  the   invention   -   or his.  assi,-na.ee   or  succès,:,or. In   the   latter  situation   the 
patent   office,    m   addition   to determining  whether   a  patent  application   covers  a 
patentable  product   or process,   has.   the  responsibility   for determining whether the 
applicant   for a patent   is,   in   fact   t.v e originai   inventor  of the  claimed   invention. 
This  is.  referred  to as  establishing priority ot   invention  on  the  part  of the 
patentee. 
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manufacturing facilities, active sales organizations and goodwill.   In addition 

they very often have sufficient financial strength to render the inventions of 

the small laboratories sterile, if necessary.  With the patent as protection 

however, the small concern or newcomer to the branch h->" • nr,nnr>+-..--, + v tn nuan 

come the advantages connected with scale and thereby '-hall enge the established 

rivals.  A pharmaceutical enterprise which underlies research has,, it must be 

admitted, more chances, of succeeding i !" there are entry difficulties for other 

firms into the same field or if it can man;ige to raise barrier;; to hold baci: the 

flood of imitators.   i'atents constitute an important stimulus for largo enterprises 

but for independent inventor;; or small M cms competing with largo laboratories they 

are vital.   A fundamental invention oar, place a firm in a leading no;-, i t i on and 

entirely alter the rotative situation of each enterprise in the industry.   Often 

though, the only advantage that a really small firm can derive from a valuable 

patent lies in selling it. to a larger competitor, generally for a lump sum, since 

it does not i+self have adequate financial means to undertake the promotional 

expenditures necessary for the launching of the new product, even if this may prove 

to be of greater value. 

??.     mhe ability to put out large sums in carrying the innovation to the stage of 

commercial exploitation is in fnot one of the undeniable advantages of the large 

firm, as is the ability to enjoy large scale economies of production.   Sometimes 

these advantages result m oligopolistic or even monopolistic situations in a 

whole product line, and sometimes they could not be enjoyed without first creating 

monopolistic conditions.   It is very true in some pharmaceutical product lines 

that mononolistic conditions nromote growth, in the sense that size promotes 

growth, and that size and monopoly are related.   But we must not exaggerate and 

rrake this argument into a general rule for the whole pharmaceutical industry and 

for all levels of operation. 

:M.  rt may be desirable to protect a new industry in the pharmaceutical field in 

the early stages of its development, provided that the protection is removed within 

a reasonably short period of years.  This was actually the origin of the British 

patent system (Statute of Monopolies of lf>?4).       A new invention in those days 

covered also new industries introduced to the country from other countries, however 

old and well established the techniques of the industry might have been in other 

placer,.  The statute implicitly recognized what is called today the "infant 

industries" argument. 
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?4.     In  principle,  developing countries r.hould rather favour monopolistic  situation 

than combat  them because  of  their shortage  of native entrepreneurship and  the 

great  ri skr.  of  invent lent   in  such conn trior!.        in  general,  governments  of developii 

countries  show  their wi 11 ingness  to grant  protection  to new  industrien.       Whether 

thin   ir;   achieved   in   the   form  of   tariffs,   of   licences,   of subsidiar.,   or  of patents 

or a combination of different,   policier   is  rather secondary and must   bo  examined 

in  each  rase  separately.       '!'he  economic  history  of   bapan,   as  well   as  the history 

of  the  pharmaceutical   industry  itself,   shows   that   the  successful   entrepreneurs 

tend not   only   to dominato   the   industries   in  which   they  started,   but   also  to  spread 

their   interests  out   from   one   brandì   ni'   industry  to  another.       ''ith   the  development 

of  the  developing economies   there  will  also  be  an   increase   in   the  supply  of manage! 

and   Mio   risks   of   investment   will   decline  as   industrialization  progresser..        The 

much   fean  f   dominoti on   of   the  economic  scene  wi M   then   become  difficult,   and 

monopolistic   situations  wil'   become  harder   to  create  and   to maintain.        Tn   other 

words,   the monopoly  argument   for  developing countries  which   is  often  closely 

related   to   the grani mg of exclusive  rights   is  an  argument  of  temporary  significane 

only,   ano   is  subject   to  the  samo   limitation   that  a  prolongation  of  the monopolistic 

situation may   reduce   the  economy's,  vitality. 

?').    '-.'hile   it   is  of  importance  to protect  the new  against  the newer,   it   is  equally 

essential   to  protect   the new against   the  old.       'fatont  protection  serves   the   first 

intent,   whereas constant   review of patent  1 egi s > -•• » i on   i.o prevent   its   abuse  serves 

the  second  aim.—       therefore   the  developing countries  need   also  some  general   anti- 

monopoly  legislation   to prevent  the  established  growing manufacturing concerns, 

indigenous  as   foreign,   from  using  their power,   for   instance,   to  set   too high  pnces 

in  relation   t.-,  social  marginal   cost  pricing or to deny newcomers  access  to  the 

market.        In   fact  industrial   corporations  are more   likely  to make new discoveries 

J_'       border-line practices,   include  accumulation   of  patents   b"  assignment,   non-use 
oi   patents,,   grant-back   of  subsequent   improvements   to   licensor  or   their  use   to  exten 
the   *orm  of  the  patent  monopoly,   price-fix mp of   the  patented  arti.Me,    limits  on 
the   field   of  use,   tying eiaur.es,   restrictions   on   patents,   parusse   licensing,   cross 
licensing or   interchange   (which  has.   different   ;• ,i:>u f icaneo according  as   the 'patents 
interchanged   are  rompi oment a rv   or  competing;,   and   ¡dackmu'l   of  competitors,   by 
unwarranted   infringement    ¡rtmris   or -   m   reverse  -  defense  against'warranted" 
infringement   aoNons   b-  unwarranted   allegations  of antitrust  violation   (Of. 

-T'M*   rlar''-   ''ompoti • ion   a-   a   b-nanno   frocess,   The    'rookmgs   Institution 
Washington,   D.- .,   ln(, \,   p.   /no   . ' 
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and produce new inventions  and utilize them if they are under pressure and  it 

is also generally agreed  that  a good proportion of dynamic  innovâtional 

contributions are achieved  by new entrants   into a given market.       The enactment 

and enforcement  of such   legislation  eailr,  however   for very thoughtful   judgement, 

since monopolistic  situations  are  both needed  for growth   in certain  industrial 

fields  an  they can   impede   fant   industrialization  under certain  circumstances. 

Tt   is  clear,   that  the  relationship between patents,   trademarks,   and monopolistic 

situations,   and economic  development  doer, not   lend   itself  to simple conclusions. 

Whatever temporary  advantages  and  dynamic  efficiencies   large dominating firms may 

bring   to  the developing countries   in   their earlier  stages  of economic growth,   it 

is  sound practice  to watch   them carefully  and  to  seek  to   restrict   their powers 

if necessary.       Protective measures  change  their  rolo   in   the course of development 

always. 

?G.     To  summarize this,  section  we may say   that   the  pharmaceutical   industry   i.   an 

industry  in which  the patent   system  represents  both  a constant   throat  and  a 

constant   opportunity   for each   firm.       By  rewarding  the   innovating concern  with  a 

strict   right   to exclude  others   from  exploitation   of  the   invention,   the  patent 

| system  encourages  laboratories   to   take  rinks and   forces  competitors   to   innovate 

in  their  turn  or perish;     at   the  same time,   thanks   to  the protection which  it 

gives,   it  also ensures  the  appearance cr newcomers   in   the market  to some extent 

and guarantees  a certain  degree  of economic mobility  in   the branch. 

Licensing actions and  unpatented   technology 

?"'.     The holder of a  fiat en t   can  grant  a license   for the  use of the  invention 

revealed  or claimed   in  his   patent   to a  third person   in  return   for  financial 

compensa! i or   '"royalties'   or   some   other  arrangement   to   be   settled   by agreement   with 

the  purchaser  of   the   li'-onse. "he   issue  of a simple  non-exoi us i vc   license   in 

respect   of a  particular  patent   consists   of   the   signature   of an  agreement   under   the 

terms   of which   the   inventor   undertakes  not   to  take   any   legal   action  against   the 

liceni-.ee   m   respect   of   the   exploitation   of   the   invention.        kubiert   to   the   public 

policy   or  the  country   issuing   the   riaient,   the  pater.'.oe   (licensor)   may   prescribe 

limitations or  restrictions   on   the  wuy   the   licensee  exploits,   the   licensed patent 

or  include other conditions   in   the  patent   license   agreement. 

?fl>.     mhe  sharing of a patent,   that   is  to say,   the granting of a  license,   in  a 

means whereby  the patent-holder can  increase  the  potential  profits  from his  invention. 
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Tr. crantlnr a 1-.cense,   the patent-owner grantc a rival  firm the ritfht  to 

manafuc.t- re,   exploit  and'or rei 1   the proouctn   in quention.       "he patent-holder 

ran  a1 ^   '•im'   the area  in  which  the  licensee  in authorized   to market  the product, 

he can   '"-.i*   the amount  of a product  authorised to be manufactured  under the 

licence,   or,d   > f  there   ir ne  crocc-lioenranr; agreement he can  fix  the price at 

which  thp   l:oenreo can  nel.l   t>e product. 

?n.     Thp rrartinft or  licenser;  has  played  a particularly   important   mie  in  the 

pr^:ucti on  fr antibiotic.;-   and,   more  recenti;',   of tranquillizer;-;.       ,r,ne prajitinft 

of a   licence  to a  rival   firm  for the --reduction  and  cale  of  a product  r,ub,¡ect   to 

a particular patent  enable:;   the patent-holder to broaden   the  cenno,   but not  the 

control,   of hin Monopol;;   rente.        [t  may   happen   t'-at   t^p  rnternri'-e   tak'n/r out 

^hv   ii"Cn-p  bar-   better  relatione   than   the  pa ten'-hol der viz th   the  mrdi'-a]   onrpr   or 

W-. th   pharm.-virt;-.,   or  the   licenr.ee may   ha<>p   a   'arger  saler,   capre it-'  "hi eh  permite 

greater  concentration   of market inr: offerir.        Tt   i "   a]ao  not   infrequent   for  a 

na.ter4-!.older   to frant   a   ri"al    run  a   ' i'-enro   for   the  urodurtion   or  rale  of  a 

product   because  of   ltr.   ur.efu I near,   for  ".-ibi if   health  or  heoanro   the   patent-holder 

himcelf  (;o)i)d  not   cover   the   whole  poten*ial   market   -Mono  "ttl-oul.   evtord<nr ''in 

plant   inrtal l.-'t ion:-.     '''ho   wide  ^r.'ir. tiny  of   1 icenrer  may,   inter  a 11 n,   have   the 

recult   of  reducing market   pneer.   to ar   1 OK a   level   ar   ir;   compatible  i-*>th  profitn 

which   '-till   permit  all   producers   to competa.       ïhi;   offer*   :;; well   i ilurtratcù 

by   the   example  of   ironiazi do,   an   ->r,t i-t .¡i ore 1'-   - r   dr y  e f  hi(j-h   therapeutic   value, 

in   ruppcl   of which  a   ''vira-   . ompaay granted  many   l'.cenr.er. 

',o.     '-'henovor,   m   l'ut;  efforte   of comnanier,   to   imitate and   improve  on  each  other's 

nroductr,   a  erodaci   or production   pri'-err   th ir;  developed   i •-   more   efficient   than 

the   original   product   or  proco:;:-,,   't>e  rompan, i er   concerned   are   in   "<   rituation 

fa"ourinr; cror:;-l 'cenrinr.        "'tur   w   part io il ari y   the  rare  wtien   the  manufacture   of 

a   final   pharmaceutical   product   rryuire--   the   are  or  a  number  of   intermediate  productr 

rome   of  which  c;-<"   >><•>   prc'ur-od   'y  o'nonio.al   ryn*herir   or  by   cul Mire   or   fermentation. 

A   rta-ikin^  example   u;   tìie   broad-:;pec trini   '«.ti t i biot ic   tetracycline,   direov/erod 

separately   by   r.everal   pha rmaoeu f i '-al    1 lunf tor 1er.   at   the   came   tine. 

XI.      '"'he   danger  of nep-; i* '  i * i onr   aimed   at   ".- tab I i '-,h ! nr; croc:;- 1 i cena mf   i/renmen tr, 

ir   that   f^roiipr-   ni'  er. tornr i ::er   wi 1.!   rureeed   m   avoiding  competition   amonp  themselves 

hy  IBCT;;   of  either  explicit   o^-reemen t a   (cartela)   or  of   implicit   ayreementn 

f concerted   practice;-,).        However,   although  erocn-1 icenr, in/;  agreements  or 
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non-exclusive license agreements concluded between   laboratories apply to a 

limited number of producers,  they may  lead to an expansion  of markets,  an 

improvement  in products  techniques and an  increase  in  technological  efficiency. 

The community  of   interests   in  regard   to production   often  gives rise  to a common 

price pol ic.       Cross-1 icensing agreements may,   however,    lead  to vigorous 

competition,   particularly   m  regard   to  prices,   on   the part   of the  laboratories 

excluded,   encourage   faster development   of new products   Tor  the purpose  of maintaining 

profit margins  and   put  pressure  nn  the  research  organi zat 10:1s.  of enterprises. 

3?.     '"his   typo   of  agreement,  has  made  possible  a sat 1 s far-tor/  settlement   of  patent 

controversies   between   various  gro ips   of   laboratories   regarding a number   •-•>!'  products 

including di hydros, trept omye1»,  und   the  original   form  of   tetracycline,   ruid  has 

provided   .'i  me.-ipf   r>!'  '-peeiiing "p   the marketing  oí'  severa!   unti •-arthri ti e.   agents   of 

the  prednisone   family,        frequent  eross-1 icons, ing   is  neverthel ess,  economically 

dangerous,   since   it  ma;/   result   in   understandings   of  a monopolistic  nature  and   lead 

some  enterprises   to  adopt   tie  noi icy   of   leaving another   laboratory  to   incur   the 

expenses   or   research   and   apply   for a   license.        if   the  enterpriser, were   to   refuse 

to grant   licences   for all   tbnir patents,  and vigorously and  constantly  oppone 

legislation  which  authorized  or '-ould  authorize compulsory   licensing,   that  would 

prevent  this   practice   from spreading   in   industry. 

ii.     Concern   is   sometime»  expressed   that   patented   inventions  will   not   be  worked 

within  develomng  countries  and   that   sucri  countries   will   be  unable  to  obtain   adequate 

supplies  of  patented  products,  or products   involving patented  processes.        In  order 

to cope  wi 1 h   this   problem  end  also   to  avoid   m   some   instance:;  unrcason¿tbly   high 

prices  by   virtue   of  a  patent  monopoly,   *he   patent   statutes   of most  countries, 

(including   some  developed  countries,1!   contain  provisions  providing for compulsory 

licensing or  revocation  of patents   in man;: cases,   especially on  pharmaceutical   and 

medical  products  and  devices   that  are not  being worked within  the country,   and/or 

are being worked   on  a basis   inadequate  to  supply the  requirements of that  country. 

Some countries make  provisions   for compulsory   licensing and have no provisions 

for revocation;     a  few possess  only a   revocation  procedure;     many have both  types 

of provisions.       The  time neri ode before the expiration of which applicants may 

not apply  for compulsory  licenses,   or patents may not be revoked,  differ from 

country to country. 
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34. The question remains, however, whether the granting of protection, subject 

to an obligation on the patenter* to license without limitation, guarantees those 

thus protected sufficient income from royalties on licences to permit the future 

commercial development of valuable new technological knov.'ledge.  The principle 

of compulsory licensing is completely justified in cases of non-use of patents 

considered to be of public interest, when, for example, the Government wishes to 

facilitate the use of new improvements or of secondary patents dependent on a 

basic patent or to limit the abusive use of a patent, or when spheres of general 

interest such as public health or national defence are concerned. 

35-  Generally speaking, statutory procedures for the compulsory licensing or 

revocation of unused or inadequately used patents are rarely resorted to in 

practice.   Tt is also impossible to evaluate the extent to wi.ich the mere 

existence of such provisions, and the potential threat of invoking then, stimulates 

the working of the patents in a country.  An alternative statutory procedure for 

promoting the utilization of unexploited patents exists in a few developing 

countries, where, the law provides for a compulsory license to the Government, or 

for its expropriation by the 'tate, so that it. may be available to all. 

36. Lastly, attention must be drawn to the fact that many licensing agreements 

merely authorize the use of a specific patented procedure, ar.d carry with them 

no instructions, documentation or technical assistance,   "hose have to be obtained 

separately from s^me other enterprise or consultant firm. 

37. Modern industrial development is dependent, in fact, not only on patented, but 

also on unpatented technology, whi'di is often referred to as know-how or technical 

information.   "his technical know-how ma;: take the form of trade secrets 

specific formulae, evperime- tul and cluneal data, which may involve inventive 

developments as novel arid us important as those which qualify for patent protection 

but whioh their possessor has, decided to keep secret instead of disclosing in a 

patent application.   In the uc.ua! cace, however, it takes the form of diffused 

know-how such as spec 1 f ícat 1 or..-., manuals, blueprints, plant, design, plant 

construction, plant operation, product design or records involved in scientific 

research and development.   Also included in the concent of know-how is the 

technical expertise possessed by the scientists, chemical engineers and other 

persons engaged m fabrication, scientific research and development. 
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38.    Even in industrialized countries,  the know-how is frequently more  important 

than the technology disclosed  in patents.       In the case of developing countries, 

such unpatented   technological  and  technical  information assumes  an even more 

important  role.       Therefore  the manufacture  of pharmaceuticals  in  developing 

countries   it,,   ar.  a rule,   not  only dependent   upon access  to patented  inventions, 

but  even more,    is  confronted  with   the   introduction  and adaptation  to  local 

conditions  of pharmaceutical   technology   that   in  already established  m   the 

industrial   countries.        Therapeutic  methods   and  conditions   of drug administration 

may  differ   from   tnose   in  developed   countries.       Malnutrition,   local   nutritional 

habits,   or genetic  disorders  may   lena   to   adverse  physiological   reactions   not 

observed   during   tie  c|inical   trial   period   in   the  country  where   the  pharmaceutical 

patent   in  question   had   been   issued   first.        Thus   the  unpatented   know-how will   in 

moot  cases   he much more   important   than   the  patents   to  the   licensee  and   to the 

technological   development  of  the developing countries. 

39-     Therefore,    to   the  extent   that   patents  may play  only  a negligible part     in 

the  technology   transfer  to a developing country,   they have no,   or a very  limited 

effect,   on  the  ostali 1 sinnent   or development  of a pharmaceutical   industry   m that 

country.        In   those cases where  foreign-owned  patents  have  some   importance  for a 

pharmaceutical   industry   in  a developing country,   they  have usually to be  licensed in 

the  name  agreement  with  unpatented know-how. 

Conclusions 

40.     The  patent   system  is a public policy,   adopted  to promote the   interests the 

public  has   in  invention  and  its utilization,   in  establishing primarily private 

business  enterprises  and   is  useful   for state  owned companies.       In  the  pharmaceutical 

field  there  exist  different  patent   legislation  systems  to encourage  indigenous 

inventors  and   investors,   to develop new technology,   adapting imported technology 

and  stimulating   industrialization  by protecting    indigenous and   foreign   inventions. 

The many defects   of the  established systems   in  operation do not  extinguish   its 

dynamic  role  for  industrial  development,   for which any radically  different  system 

would have  to  find a substitute of a less  automatic  sort.       Patent   legislation 

is  a very complex  subject matter,   and   therefore  to appreciate   its   influence on 

industrial  development   it  is  necessary to  take account  of  the  level   of economic 

and social  development  achieved  m a country,   that  is  to say,   the attitude 

prevailing with   regard   to competition,   research and  development,   industrialization 

in general,   the   inflow of  foreign capital  and establishment   of  foreign  enterprises, 

and other essential   factors.       Patent  protection can stimulate as well  as hamper 
industrial  development. 
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